ODP VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

SECTION DESCRIPTION

LEG  | SUC | SITE  | HOLE | CORE | TYPE | SEC
-----|-----|-------|------|------|------|-----
     | 1   | S11   | B    | 651  | V    | 1   

OBSERVER
KEV

575.7 cm

Light grey calcarenite mud

551.2 cm

Dark green mud, slightly browned

545.1 cm

Light green mud, laminated at base

545.1 cm

Dark grey mud

0-150 Bedding dips 0° 15'

0-150 Dominant dip 10° 46' S

Piglet nodules in dark green clay

Light green-grey calcarenite mud

Dark green mud, slightly browned

Dark green mud, laminated base

Dark green mud

FM1000: These data are to be processed into a computerized data base along with existing standardized data from other legs and will be accessible to the scientific community at large. RECORD ALL MEASUREMENTS CAREFULLY, COMPLETELY, AND LEGIBLY.